
ARITHMETIC OF DOUBLE SERIES*

BY

D. H. LEHMERt

Introduction. Two theories of numerical functions have received much at-

tention. The first has for basis the Cauchy multiplication of power series and

is appropriately used in considering functions sensitive to additive properties

of integers. The second theory is'based on the multiplication of Dirichlet

series and is applied to multiplicative functions. Both theories may be de-

velopedf without reference to the analysis of infinite series, and relations thus

obtained between numerical functions remain valid when other functions are

substituted for which the corresponding infinite series fails to converge, or

even when the integer arguments of the numerical functions are replaced by

suitably defined elements.

Properties of integers other than additive and multiplicative can be

studied by constructing the appropriate theory without regard to the corre-

sponding infinite series§ (if it exists). These other theories whose existence

has been doubted|| do have infinite series as we show in §16, and it is to the

development of their common properties that this paper is devoted. The class

of all these theories we call the arithmetic of double series. It is not, we repeat,

a theory of infinite series, but rather a theory of composition of two numerical

functions, each function being considered as a one-rowed matrix of its values.

However we confine ourselves for simplicity to the infinite series aspect only.

1. The grouping function. Let us assume that the double series

00

(1) ^2arb,,
r,»=0

representing the product of the series ^a„ and "%2bn, may be rearranged to

form a simple series X}c„ by any manner of grouping the terms of (1). The

grouping may be expressed by means of a function \p(x, y) for which the

equation ip(x, y) =n has the solutions (*,/) corresponding to cn =2Za¿^j and no

others. Conversely every single-valued function \¡/(x, y) which is an integer for

integral arguments determines a method of grouping the terms of the double

series (1). Familiar methods are characterized by

* Presented to the Society, April 11, 1931; received by the editors in December, 1930.

f National Research Fellow.

Í Compare E. T. Bell, these Transactions, vol. 25, pp. 135-144.

§ Such a theory based on the L.C.M. operation has been constructed in a recent paper.

|| American Mathematical Monthly, vol. 37 (1930), p. 484.
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(2a) fix, y) = x, (2b)        *(*, y) = y,

(3a) yp(x, y) = max (x, y), (3b)        \l(x, y) = min (x, y),

(4a) ^(x, y) = x + y, (4b)        ¿(x, y) = xy.

(2a) and (2b) sum (1) by rows or by columns, (3a) and (3b) sum by borders,

(4a) and (4b) correspond separately to Cauchy and Dirichlet multiplication

of *%2,an and^Z>„. In (3a), (4a), and (if a0 = oo = 0) (4b) each sum c„ contains a

finite number of elements; in the other cases c„ is an infinite series.

2. The ^-calculus of numerical functions. The coefficients of an infinite

series are merely values of a numerical function. Associated with each choice

of xp(x, y) there is a calculus of numerical functions whose fundamental opera-

tion is

(5) ¿Zf(i)g(J) = Kn)

in which/ and g are arbitrary numerical functions and the sum extends over

all integers (i,j) for which *p(i,j) =«.

3. ^-multiplication. The operation (5) is called i/'-multiplication and the

function h is the ^-product of/ and g. For simplicity we write (5) in the form

fog = h

when emphasis on yp is unnecessary.

A random way of rearranging the product of two series would enable us

to say very little about the corresponding î/'-product of two arbitrary func-

tions/ and g. It is desirable therefore to restrict ourselves to ^-functions which

satisfy the following postulates.

Postulate I. For each «>0, \¡/(x, y)=n has a finite number of solutions

(x, y).

Postulate IL \p(x, y) =^(y, x).

Postulate III. \p(x\ \p(y, z)) =\p(\p(x, y), z).

Definition. \p(x, y, z) =\p(\p(x, y), z).

Theorem 1. \p-multiplication is commutative and associative.

Commutativity is an obvious consequence of Postulate II. Associativity

follows from Postulate III. In fact, iifx,f2,fz are any functions, then the ex-

pressions fxo (fiOfz) and (/i0/2)0/* may be written zZlSuM^fÁ^d, tne

sum extending over all solutions (ix, i2, i3) of \p(x, y, z) =».

In what follows we consider only integers « > 0. If necessary we renumber

the terms of our infinite series or we set a0 = 0.

4. The unit function T)(n). We next introduce

Postulate IV. Ifnis any integer, \p(x, 1) =n implies x = «.
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Theorem 2. 2/

,w.m./'■-'■
L«J    lo, «>i,

then for every function f we have for) =/, and 77 is the only function enjoying this

property.

The only terms different from zero in the sum

Zfd)v(j)

are those for which j = l, and by Postulate IV there is but one such term

and in it i = «. Hence forj =/. Let ??i be any function with this property, so

that/0771 =/. Set/= 77. Then we find 770771 = 77, whereas 771077 = 771. Hence from

the commutative law 771 = 77 and 77 is unique.

The function 77 is called the unit function.

5. Inverse functions. Two functions/and/-1 are said to'be mutually in-

verse in case /'of"1 = 77.

Theorem 3. If f has an inverse f~r, then the equation fog = h has a solution g

for every h and conversely.

If we are to have h=fog, thenf~loh=f~1ofog = vOg=g. This exhibits a

solution g=f~ioh. The converse is obvious by putting h = rj.

6. Singular functions. The function which vanishes for all values of « is

designated by 0. If the equation fog = 0 has a solution g^0, then/ is called

singular. In particular 0 is singular.

Theorem 4. A singular function has no inverse.

Let/be singular and let g^O be a solution of/og = 0 and suppose/has an

inverse/-1; then

g = vOg = f~lOfOg = /-'oo - 0,

but this contradicts g 5^0. Hence the theorem.

Theorem 5. No function has more than one inverse.

If possible let/ have two inverses/1 and/2 such that*/i—/^O; then

Mfi - fi) = fOfx - fOfi = v - V = 0.

Hence / is singular. But this is impossible because, by Theorem 4, / would

have no inverse at all.

* The function h=fi±fi is defined by h{n)—fi{n)±fï{n). The truth of the distributive law

/0(/i +/î) =/0/i +/O/2 is at once obvious.
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7. Regular functions. The function/ is called regular if it has an inverse

f~l. The class of regular functions is a subclass of non-singular functions. In

fact by Theorem 4 every regular function is non-singular. Some non-singular

functions, however, are irregular as we shall see. In order to characterize

regular functions in a more definite way we introduce a new postulate.

8. ^-divisors of «. If ^(x, y) =« has a solution x for some y, then x is

called a i/'-divisor of «, and x and y are conjugate î/'-divisors of «. By Postulate

I there exists a maximum i/'-divisor of « which we denote by d(n). The divisors

conjugate to d(n) we designate by

8x(n), 82(n), • • • , 8T(n).

We now introduce

Postulate V. The equation d(n) =m,for each m>0, has one and only one

solution « and d(l) = 1. In other words d(2), d(3), ¿(4), • • ■ is a permutation*

of"2,3,4,- • -.

Theorem 6. A necessary and sufficient condition for f to be regular is that

the sum

(6) E/(«*(»))
i_l

be different from zero for every « >0.

Proof of necessity. Let / be regular and let /_1 be its inverse. Then the

equation fof"1 — rj can be written in full as

(7) f~Kd(n)) E/(ôi(«)) +  Z'mtKj) = [1/n],
*=1

where 2^' extends over values oij<d(n). Suppose that there is at least one

value of « for which (6) vanishes. In fact let us choose «0 the smallest value

of such an «, and substitute it in (7). Then f~l(d(n0)) in (7) may have any

finite value. By Postulate V, d(n) never takes on the same value for different

values of its argument. Hence a unique value of /_1(a(«o)) cannot be deter-

mined by other equations (7). That is,/has more than one inverse. This con-

tradicts Theorem 5. Hence (6) never vanishes.

Proof of sufficiency. Suppose that / is such that the sum (6) never van-

ishes. Then we may write the equation (7) for all values of « ordering them

according to increasing values of d(n). The vth equation involves/-1^) with

a non-zero coefficient and thus enables us to solve uniquely for/-1^) in terms

of the given/and the values f~l(n) for n<v, the latter having been deter-

mined from previous equations. In short, / is regular.

* To be strictly logical this permutation should replace finite numbers by finite numbers.
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9. Applications to special ^-'s. To illustrate Theorem 6 choose \p(x, y)

= xy. Then d(n) =«, r(«) = 1, 5i(») = 1. Hence/ is regular in the divisor calcu-

lus if and only if/(l) 5^0. It may be shown that in this calculus no function is

singular except zero. Hence any function /^0 for which /(l) =0 is a non-

singular irregular function. Exactly the same statements are true in the case

ip(x, y)—x+y — 1. For \f/(x, y) = [x, y], the L.C.M. of x and y, we have

d(n) =«, t(«) is the number of divisors of «, and 5k(n) are the divisors of «.

According to Theorem 6 a function / is regular if and only if its "numerical

integral" X)«/»/(5) never vanishes. The Möbius function p is irregular in the

L.C.M. calculus because^2¡/np(b) =n(n) =0 for «>1. As a matter of fact p. is

also singular; we have shown* that

¿2n(i)g(j) = g(l)i»(») ([»,/] = «)

where g is an arbitrary function. To show that p is singular we need only

choose a g for which g(l) =0; such a g is also singular.

It is possible to show by equation (7) that if 4> fails to satisfy Postulate V

all functions except -n are irregular. In the light of Theorem 3, in such a

calculus unique division is impossible except by the unit 77.

10. Inversion. The function u which is 1 for all values of «>0 is regular

by Theorem 6. Let its inverse be u~l. If/is any function and iîfou=F, then

by multiplying by m_1 we getf=Fou~1. This inversion which is a generaliza-

tion of that of Dedekind may be written out at length as follows:

Fin) -   ¿Znf(i),

fin) =   Y.nFWu-^j) m,j) = n).

Following Bougaieff, F might be termed the ^-integral of/. "Differentiation"

is always possible since w_1 always exists uniquely. For

\p(x, y) = xy, u-1 = p;

for
*ix,y) = x + y - 1, «"Kl) = 1;     «-»(2) - - 1;      u~l(k) = 0, k > 2;

for
ip(x, y) = [x, y], «-»(») =  Jit" M»2 - n')~\

V

where n=\\yp,n' is the decomposition of « into its constituent primes.

11. i/'-multiplicative functions. If the function/^0, and is such that, for

every pair of integers m, «,

(8) f(m)f(n) = f(t(m, »)),

then/ is called ^-multiplicative. It follows that/(l) = 1.

* American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 53.
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Theorem 7. /// is multiplicative, it is regular. In fact it has the inverse

/-'(«) =/(«)«-'(«), w_1 being the inversion function of §10.

By actual substitution

Zmt'U) = E/w/ov-'O")
n n

= /(»)   EM_10') = f(n)ri(n) = 7j(«),

hence/o/_1 = 77, which is the theorem.

The functional equation (8) has been discussed by many writers in the

particular case \p(m, n)=mn. Familiar solutions in this case are/(«)=«",

Liouville's function X(»), Legendre's symbol (nip), etc. If \p(x, x) =x as in

the case of the L.C.M. calculus, then/2(«) =f(4>(n, «)) =/(«). Hence/(«) =0,

or 1. The values of « for which/(«) = 1 belong to a set 5 which is such that

i^(x, y) is in 5 if and only if both x and y are in S. This fact is helpful in con-

structing examples of solutions of (8). We may consider for example the set

of all simple numbers, i.e., all numbers not divisible by a square >1. The

L.C.M. of any two integers is in this set if and only if both integers belong to

it. Hence the function /(«) =p2(n) which is characteristic* of this set is a

solution of f(m)f(n) =f([m, «]). Even when \j/(n, n)—n does not hold this

method leads to a solution. Thus/= 77 is a solution for every \p. The logical

product of two of the above sets is a set of the same sort. Only in case

yp(n, n) =«, however, does this method lead to all the solutions of (8). In this

case there is but a denumerable infinity of solutions. Other examples of

multiplicative functions are given in §17.

12. Factorable functions. If/ is such that, for every pair of relatively

prime integers m, n,

f(m)f(n) = f(mn) and /(l) - 1,

/ is called factorable. These functions comprise one of the most conspicuous

classes of numerical functions. To this class belong most of the fundamental

functions of the theory of numbers. It follows from the definition that a

factorable function may be defined arbitrarily for prime power values of its

argument. All other values of the function are then determined.

13. Matrix notation for integers. One reason for the importance of factor-

able functions is the fundamental theorem of arithmetic.

* The function / is said to be characteristic of a set S if f(n) is 0 or 1 according as n belongs to

the set or not.
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Every positive integer « may be written

n = 2n'3nî5n>7"< • • • p,"y • • • ,

where p„ is the vih prime and where «„ >0 if and only if p, divides «. By the

theorem just referred to there is a one-to-one correspondence between in-

tegers « and one-rowed matrices {«i, «2, • • •} whose elements are zero ex-

cept for a finite number that are positive integers and have finite subscripts.

This correspondence we indicate by ~. Thus «~{«i, «2, «3, • • •} or simply

«~ {«„}. For example {[6/v] }~26-33-52- 7-11 • 13 = 43243200.

14. Factorable i/'-functions. The function \p(x, y) is said to be factorable

if, for every ¿~ {i,} and j~ [j,}, \p(i, j)~ {6(iv, j,)}, the function 6(x, y) de-

pending on xf/ alone. In the presence of Postulates I, II, III, and IV, B(x, y)

must satisfy the following conditions:

I. For «^0, 6(x, y)=n has a finite number of solutions.

II. 6(x, y)=d(y, x).

III. 6(x,e(y,z))=9(d(x,y),z).

IV. 0(0, x)=« implies x=n.

The effect of Postulate V on 8 is not so easily expressed. Since d(l) = l

however, we may assert that 6(x, y) =0 implies x=y = 0.

Theorem 8. If if/ is factorable, the prime factors of\¡/(i,j) are those ofij.

Let i~{i,},/~{/,} and 9(ir,jv) =k„. If either i, or jy>0, then kr>0, since

0(x, y)=0 implies x=y = 0. Hence every prime factor of ij divides \p(i, j).

Conversely if kv>0 then either i, or j, >0 since 0(0, 0) =0. Hence \p(i,j) con-

tains only those prime factors which divide ij.

Corollary. // \p is factorable and if m and « are coprime, then every

\f/-divisor of m is prime to every \p-divisor of «.

Theorem 9. If \p is factorable and if i and j are coprime, then \¡/(i, j) = ij.

Since z~{¿„} is prime to j~{j,}, then i,j, = 0. Hence by IV 6(i,, j,)

= iv+jy That is ip(hj) =ij-

Theorem 10. // \p is factorable, the ^/-product of factorable functions is

factorable.

It is sufficient to show that if / and g are factorable so is h =fog. Let m

and « be coprime. Then

hin)him) = ( Zf(Mj) )( Z/(%(0 ) = ¿Zf(ï)f(k)g(j)g(l),
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where the summation extends over all (i, j, k, Í) for which \f/(i, j) =» and

\//(k, Í) =m. By the corollary of Theorem 8, (i, k) = (j, I) = 1. Since/ and g are

factorable we have

(9) h(n)h(m) =   E/(¿*)«0"0.

We proceed to show that this sum is equal term by term to

(10) Zf(a)g(b) = h(mn),
mn

where a and b are all solutions of \j/(a, b) =mn. From this the theorem will

follow at once.

To show that every term of (9) is in (10) we write

HikJD = HHi, k), Hi, 0) = Hi, Hk, Hhf)))

= Hi,HHk,i),j)) =Hi,Hm,j))

= \j/(m, \p(i, j)) = yj/(m, n) = mn.

These equalities follow from Postulates II and III and Theorem 9.

To show that every term of (10) is in (9) we proceed as follows. Let

a~{av} and b~{b,} be a pair occurring in (10). We then define for each v

four numbers i,,j,; k„ l,\

la„p,\n, .        (b„i
t, = < j, = <

(0, otherwise; 10, o

lo, o

by,   py  |    M,

therwise;

' a„ py\m, ( by, py | m,
ky    =     < I,

0, otherwise; (0, otherwise.

Here pv is the vth prime >1. Finally let i~{i,}, j~{jy\, k~{ky}, ¿~{/,.}

be the four integers defined by the four sequences. To exhibit the term

f(a)g(b) in (9) we must prove that

(11) ik = a, jl = b,

(12) Hhi)=n, Hk,l)=m.

To prove (11) we write ik~[i,+kr}. By definition

py | mn,ia„

lO, c
i, + k,

otherwise.

But if py does not divide mn it does not divide a by Theorem 8. Hence a, = 0

in this case. For all values of v, then iy+kv = a,. Therefore ik = a. Similarly

jl = b.
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To prove (12) we use property IV of d(x, y), and write \p(i, j)~ {0(i„j,) )

By definition,

..    .. =  (Ka„ b,),p,\ »,

(.0, otherwise.

Hence the matrix {B(i,,j,)} is the result of equating to zero those elements

of the matrix {d(ar, b,)\ for which p,\m. But {d(av, b,)}~yp(a, b)=mn.

Hence \¡/(i, /)~{«,}~». Similarly \p(k, l)=m. This completes the proof of

the theorem.

This theorem enables us to express the ^-product of two factorable func-

tions in terms of 0 alone as follows.

Theorem 11. Let \p, f and g be factorable functions and let h=fog. Then

hin) =   IT S/(í/0f(í/0,

where

n= Up:'
V

and where the sum extends over all solutions (ry, s) of Q(r„ s,) =«,.

By the preceding theorem h is factorable so that

hin) = jiKp:r).
v

But

h(p"/) = HS(P')g(P')
v

where

^(pr>, P'') = />"'» that is, e(r„ s) = «„.

Hence the theorem.

15. Examples of Theorem 11. For \p(i,j) =ij we have 0(x, y) =x+y. Ap-

plying Theorem 11 we have

h(n) = n ÏZfdMp"'")-

This result is as useful as it is familiar.

Ii ^(hj) = [i,j], then 0(x, y) is the greater of x and y. Applying the theo-

rem we have

H«) = n{/(¿') ig(p>) + ë(p:') n¿Zf(p) ) ■
f    V. r=0 r=0 /
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The ^(i,j) for which 6(x, y) =x+y+xy is designated by «î>(x, y), and it is

found to satisfy all the Postulates I-V. Hence for this calculus

*(«)- LT   E f(pt~1)g(pl~1).
V       dS=ny+l

Incidentally the inversion function u~l for this calculus is

p(«) =   IL*(1 + «,)= + 1 or 0.
v

16. Infinite series. Returning to the subject of §1 let us consider the in-

finite series

(13) F(z) =   E/(»)ß(«, *),
„-i

where z is a complex variable and where the/'s are mere coefficients.

Theorem 12. If ti(n, z) is a \p multiplicative function of n, then if the series

00 CO

E/(»)Q(», *),     E«(»)Q(», *)
„=1 n=l

converge absolutely, their product is given by

00

^h(n)a(n, z),
„=i

where f and g are arbitrary and h =fog.

The product in question is

oo

(14) E»(i. *)n0\ z)/(¿)g(i),
i,i=l

and since

Ü(i,z)ü(j,z) = Ü(^(i,j),z),

we may write (14)

«0 00

Eo(«, z) E/(*)«0') = E*(»)ß(»,2).
n=l n „=1

17. Examples. The power series

/(l)+/(2)2+/(3)22+-..
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corresponds to the case \¡/(x, y) =x+y — 1, while the Dirichlet series

£/(»)»-«
n—1

corresponds to \p(x, y) =xy.

To obtain a series corresponding to \fs(x, y) = [x, y] we consider a set of

L.C.M.-multiplicative functions depending on a complex variable z. For ex-

ample we may take

Sl(n,z) = e([[ z\ ]/«),

where e(x) = 1 or 0 according as x is or is not an integer. Then Theorem 12

enables us to write

(15)      ¿/(»M[ | z | ]/»)• ¿*(»M[ | z I ]/«) = ¿*(»M[ | z | ]/«),
n=l n=l n=l

where A is the L.C.M. product of/ and g. If we let w= [ \z \ ] this equation

may be written

E/(«)- Z«(«)= Z*(8)

where 5 |w. This important theorem was first stated by von Sterneck* and

affords a simple way of calculating L.C.M. products. Of course/ and g may

be arbitrary since the series in (15) are actually finite.

Another choice for Sl(n, z) which gives infinite series is Sl(n, z) =0 or 1

according as w is or is not divisible by a power of a prime pa with a = \z\. The

function Sl(n, z) can never be continuous since it can have only two values 0

and 1. This is true for every calculus in which \p(n, n) =«, as we have seen in

§11.
In case \p(x, y) =4>(x, y) (§14) we may use the following numerical func-

tion defined for « =Y[?P*"'-

Tin) =   11(1 + »,)'.
v

This function is ^-multiplicative; in fact if m = Y\\vpvm<i,

T(m)T(n) =   TJ(1 + ».)'(! + "»)'
v

=    [1(1 + mv + ny + m„nyy = T($(m, »)).

* Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik, vol. 5, p. 265. The proof is inadequate however.
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We may take, then, fi(», z) = T~z(n) and consider series of the type

Jt,f(n)T-'(n).
n—1

The fundamental series is that for which /(«) = 1, namely

z(z) = ¿r-°(«) =  n ¿r-'O/o,
„=1 ►        a=0

since T is factorable. But

¿ZT-'(Py")   =    Ê(l+«)-"  =   ftez).
a—0 a=0

Hence

z(z) = nr(«),
»=1

where f is Riemann's function.

The function Z takes the place of f in Dirichlet series. For example its

reciprocal is given by

oo

Z~l(z) =   ¿Zß(n)T->(n),
„-i

where p is the inversion function of §15. If t(«) is the number of divisors of »,

then

¿r*(«)r-*(«) = Orte*- a).
„=1 >—l

As a final example consider the function Pz(n) defined for n=Y[,p,n>' by

P*(n) =   LT/2(1 + »r),

where ./»(») is Jordan's totient function.* We now show that

(16) ¿p_2(«)r-(«) = rHz).
„=1

This is a consequence of multiplying the series

00 CO

£p(«)r-*(«) by X>-'(«)r-*(«).

: Dickson, History of the Theory of Numbers, vol. 1, 147ff.
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By §15 the «th coefficient of the product is

Il   E    P(pt~l)r-*(pl~l) =   Li 2>(d)«- = LT-Ml + n.) = P.a(n).
y   db=ny+l v y

On the other hand the two series represent for Re(z) > 1 the functions Z-1(z)

and LL°°=if(Zl'+z), whose product is f-1(z). This proves (16). For z = 10,

equation (16) becomes

210 _ i       210 - 1       310 - 1
1-+ • ■ • .

220 230 320

These first four terms give for

93555
r'(io)-

rio

the value 0.9990065, which is correct to six decimals.

Stanford University,

Stanford University, Calif.


